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Approximately a million children in the United States are

annually affected by burn injuries. The purpose of this

study is to understand discharge opioid prescribing

patterns at a tertiary referral burn center for pediatric

patients who were discharged after a one-day stay. Our

goal is to identify areas to improve opioid use and

increase patient safety.
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Conclusion

Materials and Methods

Results

A total of 124 pediatric burn patients were audited, with

demographic data and admission details collected in

Table 1. Of the 124 patients, 121 (97.6%) were

administered an opioid during admission. The distribution

of opioid use is shown in Table 2. The most common

opioid combinations are shown in Table 3. The median

opioid amount administered during admission was 0.5

(IQR: 0.3-0.7) mg oral morphine equivalents (OME) per

kg. The median opioid amount prescribed upon discharge

was 2.66 (IQR: 0.0-4.9) mg OME per kg. Adjuvant pain

therapy during admission was used in 45 patients

(36.3%), with data shown in Table 4 Of the 92 patients

(74.2%) prescribed opioids at discharge, the most

commonly prescribed opioid was oral hydrocodone

(94.6%), with data shown in Table 5.

Following IRB approval, a single-site retrospective review

of hospital charts and discharge records for patients <18

years old admitted to a tertiary referral burn center from

March 2016 to March 2017 was performed. Only patients

discharged within one-day (<48 hours) were included.

One-day discharge was defined as discharge by the end

of day following admission. Charts were reviewed for

demographic data, admission history, and data related to

medication management during admission and discharge.

Outpatient follow-up data was collected. Any

intraoperative data was excluded.

The difference between the amount of opioid administered

during admission to the amount of opioid discharged

suggests that pediatric patients are being over-prescribed

opioids at discharge. Furthermore, the use of adjuvant

therapy appears to be inconsistent and underutilized,

thereby indicating an avenue to minimize and optimize

opioid use in the pediatric burn population. The follow-up

data suggests that a majority of the patients were not

requiring opioids at follow-up, indicating a greater role for

adjuvant medication on discharge.


